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Did You Hear the One About the Lone Shooter?
Another False Flag Hoax in the Jew Nighted States

In order to prove to you that the ‘mass murder’ in Las Vegas is just another attempt to
convince the ignoratti that guns are a problem and that the people, ‘who are too small minded to
handle their own affairs,’ can not be responsible for owning guns with which to protect themselves
against psychopaths such as government agents or other murderous vermin. Note that the Bride
of Satan, Hillary Clinton right away came on board with her Tweets pushing the liberal agenda so
favored by the ADL, AIPAC and other Judaic manure spreaders. In the case of this latest story,
the manure is being spread so thick and heavy it smells all the way up here in Alberta. So, let’s
take a look at the 18 pages of notes which I have accumulated throughout yesterday and today
and let’s go down the Rabbit Hole together and see what is there.
Whenever I write a story I like to consider various factors. Location is important.
Characters are important. Circumstances affecting those characters are part of the plan and so
is a time line. I will take a look at the various components of the story unfolding in Las Vegas and
begin with the location where the alleged mass murder took place; a parking lot across from the
Mandalay Bay Hotel and directly across from a giant penis; an obelisk and a symbol of the
International Satanic Brotherhood. Makes sense that would be there in Sin City since it is a place
founded by Jewish gangsters and Masonry, being a Jewish old boys’ club, revere that phallic
thrust into the sky. There are several more in strategic locations around the globe where the
Satanists have significant enterprises such as The City of London, The Vatican, and Washington
D.C. The distance from the 35th floor Vista suite of the Mandalay Bay Hotel is quite far. In fact
the distance is so great that even a Marine sharp shooter would be hard pressed to kill and maim
as many as are claimed since the weapon(s) that were supposedly used were machine guns that
weigh around 45 pounds and operate with a belt containing the bullets which have to be fed into
the killing machine by an assistant. The Vista Suite, from which the ‘lone’ gunman did his dirty
work showed two broken windows in various You Tubes of the place. Of course, anyone familiar
with those windows would immediately recognize that it is impossible for those holes to be in the
windows and that they do not match up. In one set of images the window on the left has one
broken pane and in another there are two broken panes. However, broken panes of glass are not
possible since the glass is bullet proof, very thick, and sensored to prevent people from jumping
out of them after their life savings have been squandered in a crap game or some other jewish
scam fueled with the jew’s poison; alcohol. Also note how they lamely added curtains later on?
Curtains billowing out of the photoshopped broken panes. The jews behind this scheme must
really think we are all blind and dumb.
Las Vegas is a very strange place where I only stopped for a meal enroute to Los Angeles.
Las Vegas gave me a very strange feeling each time and I could not wait to get out of there. I am
an empath and I pick up vibes very easily. I also can think for myself and one of the things I
realized when I thought about the location is that the place where the concert was supposedly
held 22,000 people can not fit in there. I suggest that is not credible at all and is actually an
insult to the intelligence of a chimpanzee.
Now let’s take a look at some of the characters in this play. Let us look at the 61, 65, or
now, 64 year old Mister Superman who lugged 23 guns up to the 35th floor of a massive hotel
where security is so strict a cockroach has trouble getting in there. How is it possible that the
‘Lone Shooter’ could haul so much stuff without anyone noticing? Remember, the guns that were
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allegedly used weigh upwards of 50 pounds and then there is all that ammo, as well. Today we
learned Mister Amazing Senior Citizen hooked up a surveillance system of cameras outside his
Vista Suite in order to alert him of policy enforcement units coming to compromise his nefarious
business creating fear and loathing in Las Vegas. In a double photo I saw, Mr.Paddock looks quite
a lot like a character from another jewish hoax; Sandy Hook; a Mister Rosen who is very good in
times of crisis.
Another amazing character is one, Bryan Claypool, a well trained media liar who just
looked into the camera and lied and lied, with a smirk on his Khazar face telling us at one moment
he is in the room next door to the macho man with the gatling gun and the next moment he’s on
the ground and helping some girls in need. Of course Bryan is connected to Fox. Another lying
jewboy with a beard, also without much emotion talked about his buddy with three gunshots in
his chest dying in his arms. No emotion, nothing but a smirk and smiles as if it is the most
common, everyday occurrence that your buddy dies in your arms of gun shot wounds. There is
not so much as a nano drop of blood on the guy with the beard. If someone with three gun shots in
his chest dies in your arms, you would be covered in blood. Where is the blood? If a massive
number of characters were shot in that parking lot, there would be rivers of blood. I saw no such
thing on any of the characters in this play, but a couple; one of whom was a frantic passenger in
the Blair Witch Cabbie Episode. Frantic characters climb into her cab claiming one has a broken
leg and yet there are no moans of pain and those escapees from the horror don’t even go to a
hospital but are okay with being dropped off at a strip mall. We see the same sort of camera
handling as we saw in Blair Witch and also in Cloverdale, another such film.
Another location was a triage set up where two yellow and a red tarp lay on the ground
surrounded by some ambulances and emergency vehicles and yet there is not a character on the
tarps bleeding out. There are no injured people when supposedly over 500 were shot. Strange.
Maybe those who were shot evaporated. And, yet, the official characters in this play, the
governor and the policy enforcement creatures looked straight into the cameras and told us about
58 people dead and 512 injured. Where are they? And, if they did end up in hospitals, why were
family members not allowed to see them? Those officials also reminded us that 2.2 million in
donations for the victims had already been collected, hence encouraging more donations to follow.
How long will it be before Bill and Hillary are there scooping up the dough?
Already the Democraps are pushing their judaic gun control nonsense and some are
starting to connect the ‘lone’ gunman with the Bundies, since the ranch is near where the Super
Senior lived with his Malayan girl friend; likely a Muslim character who put her boyfriend up to
joining ISIS and Allahu Akbarring a crowd of infidels. Where she went, nobody knows. Likely
hiding out in the Green Room. Authorities found 19 weapons in the retirement home of the Super
Ancient of Days; a half million dollar house on an undeveloped close. Of course the point here is
that the guy was some sort of gun fanatic and anyone with so many guns is obviously going to
become a mass murdering sharp shooter with extraordinary talents not even a US Navy Seal
could display. That Seal can tell you it is impossible to be accurate with an AR in full auto mode
as was supposedly the setting for the gunman’s murder machines. Nobody mentioned that for a
fully automatic machine gun to run a belt of ammo through itself, a helper has to feed the belt
through. The shooter can not do that whilst he is operating the thing. This is one of those
annoying little facts that creep into this story and make it the surreal hoax it is revealing itself to
be.
Okay, now let’s take a look at the time during which all of this mass murdering took place.
It was at night; after ten o’clock. Just as in movies, darkness hides things very well and helps
with the illusion. However, in the case of this concert parking lot, once the sound effects began of
automatic gun fire; including a badly worked gatling gun, the lights were completely directed on
the crowd. And, yet, in all of that light, I saw no rivers of blood on the ground as there should
have been if over 500 people were shot in the space of less than ten minutes. So, you see, the
official story makes no sense and resembles a sieve that has more holes in it than a Swiss cheese.
I look forward to tomorrow and hear more about this incredible False Flag in La La Land.
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